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REPRESENTATIomFOR THE TRANSIENT FIELD OF A UKIFOR~LY EXCITED 

CIRCULAR CURRENT LOOP. 

Abstract. 

1. 

The transient behaviour of the fields everywhere around a circular 

current loop with uniform impulsive or step function excitation is 

investigated. As a first step the time harmonic solution is written 

as a Laplace inversion integral in the plane of the complex wavenumber 

related to the axial direction, or as a Hankel inversion integral 

with respect to the wavenumber related to the radial direction. 

Consequently after several transformatiorua reformulation in the 

complex angle plane is obtained. 

There results a triple integral in which one recognizes a 

Sommerfeld-type part. 

Recently Felsen [1J , reconsidering investigations by de Hoop [2J , 

suggested a general method to transform such a Sommerfeld integral 

so as to permit the explicit recovery of the transient result by 

inspec tion. 

It is shown that besides the transient field solutions thus found 

for-mathematical dipoles and line sources of infinite extent in the 

literature, the transient fields excited by a circularly symmetric 

line source of finite extent can be found along lines underlying 

the same principle. 

A classical approach to the problem is to derive an integral expres

sion for the vectorpotential directly from the time dependent 

Maxwell equations. The particular source distribution allows for a 

reformulation in terms of elliptic integrals in the case of step

function excitation. 

It is shown that when a discontinuity plane parallel with the plane 

of the loop is present the former method allows for a formulation 

of the transient field without complications while in that case 

the straig~tforwardness and elegance of the latter method are lost. 
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. I. Statement of the problem. 

fig. 1 

For an electric line current loop 

with radius a (fig. 1) we want to 

derive expressions for the transient 

electromagnetic field effected by a 

uniform impulsive loop current. 

With respect to the cilindrical coBrdinate system as pictured in 

fig. 1 the volume current density describing this loop current 

can be written as a function of space and time according to 

To solve a problem like this, in principle three ways may be 

tried: 

1e. One may look for a solution dealing directly with the time

dependent Maxwell-equations [3J • 

2e. To apply Fourier or Laplace inversion to the solution of the 

corresponding time-harmonic problem. 

3e. One tries to reformulate the time-harmonic solution, given 

as a single or multiple integral. This reformulation cul

minates in a presentation of the time-harmonic·solution in 

the form 

D<:. 

~ lr,o;.) =: {;(~) ) 1(r-,"t) ext' (-51:) d1: 
o 

( 1 ) 

(2) 
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3. 

Once arrived at an expression like (2) in which He(s) is sufficiently 

large to assure the convergence of the integral and b(s) is a real 

polynomial in s, the transient solution is found from (2) by inspection. 

While the method sub 2e can b~ regarded as the standard procedure 

the principle sub 3e has received considerable attention i,n recent 

literature [1J [2J • 

In the following we first try to obtain the solution to the problem 

along lines pointed ou t below 3e. 
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II. A representation for the time-harmonic solution. 

fig. 2 

-
v:H ::0 

V.E.::. 0 

As a basis for further investigations 

in this chapter a formal solution for 

the fields associated with the corres

ponding time-harmonic problem is 

obtained. 

Assuming a relation between real time

dependent and complex quantities 

according to 

the solution is asked for the complex 

E and H satisfying 

(4) 

(6) 

Owing to the circular symmetry of the problem the only fieldcompo-

nen ts present in the problem are Hf" Hz: and E., • Choosing H~ as 

the scalar quantity from which all other fieldcomponents can be 

derived, we can write 

or,as 

In order to solve (9) we introduce the two-sided Laplacetransform 

of H.}f'7:.) with res pee t to z. 

(8) 



L 

1- ..... 

Let ele. (r· 'II = J H.( \") ..:- '''d ~ 
-00 

With (10) the following equation for Jt<l'Y) is obtained 

eli Jez . -+ 1 cllfz _ ').~ J{ = 0 

cl r'l . ~ df Z 

where 

. 5. 

This A is defined as that branch of the square root at the right-

hand side of (12) for which "Re l ~ 0 t :Jrn A ~ 0 • 

(10) 

( 11 ) 

(12 ) 

The solution of (11) for r<C\. and r)(.\ bounded for p""" 0 resp. r"""" C>c::) 

is given by 

The quanti ties "P and Q are to be determined from the con tinui ty 

at i'='Q. . 
We have r ~ o..+£. i. c o.+.c 

de'Z(\\'tl! :: - 5S(~_o.)a\ = -I (L~O) 
r"a..-£. \"0.-£ 
r,.:Mli: 

C./\''O) I..: 0 lE.+o) 
f'" ~-f. 

Using the Maxwel: equ~tion5 (4)-(6) for the transformed field

components we find with (13) 

(14 ) 

(16 ) 
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6. 

The continuity conditions (14) thus lead to the equations 

-PI()~) _ QI«Ao..) = 1 
o 0 

-"'P I,(Ao,;) - qK,(Aa..) =- 0 
} 

In view of the Wronskian relationship between the modified 

Besselfunctions 

(17 ) gives 

fig. 3. 

-p == "Cl. K/A" ') 
q .: - ~o. TCA"') , 

Integration path in the 

'( -plane. 

asymptotic behaviour 

( 18) 

Substitution of (19) in (13) 

leads after inversion to the 

following formal har~onic solution 

(20) 

The integration path in the 

r -plane should be chosen in 

such a way that for every point 

on c.~ the definition integral (10) 

exists. Moreover, in view of the 

K(A~) -? (.!L.~~ -Ar 
o \ 2.A,) 

it is necessary that on C6' 

(21 ) 

to mee tthe radia tioncondi tions for r ~ C>Q 
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It can be shown [4] th~ t with branchcu ts chosen as in fig. 3 the 

integral (20) will vanish on the left semicircle at infinity for 

and on the right semicircle at infinity for .(0 

Withe, chosen along the imaginary axis as shown also the r~quirements 

(21) are satisfied in the right Riemann surface [4] • 

fig. 4 

Corresponding path in the 

A -plane. 

. 
+ lm(+) 

~ 
lC~ 

~<trP) 
-'l-

-"% 0 

r~ a· 

I 

I 
fig. 5 

(r<G.) 

The corresponding path CA in the 

~ -plane is shown in fig. 4. 

Considerations in subsequent chapters 

indicate that it is convenient 

to have the harmonic solution 

represented as an integral in the 

complex angle(9)-plane. 

Introducing the transformation 

¥ = }k S"I\''\ ~ 

A.:; _~k c.o~r} (22) 

the correct integration path in 

the ~ -plane regarding conditions 

(21)'is given in fig. 5 • 

In addition we substitute for the' 

modified Besselfunc tions the well-

known expressions [5J 

+1 S +Zt· I('Z)=.~ JI-tt..fl.- ctt' 
I 11' ' 

(23a ) 
-I -5 _%~ 

K(oz) = 41: Vt;'I.-I, e Jt (~ t-c..) 
I I', 

QO 

J' _%1. ott KJ«:) .:: 
I yt;:-l 

(23
b

) +1 t:zt 

I()t-z): i) "l~tL .. cti: 

-I 
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With (22) and (23) the represehtation (20) can be cast in the 

following form, changing the order of integration and rearranging 

factors 

f 
:s 1k{(Il~+\5.)Ct>scf-tz ... ihf} 

COS ~ .e . r:A¢ 

C~ ~>~ 

Expression (24) provides the basis of our investigations concerning 

the transient response. We recognize a Sommerfeld-type diffraction 

integral 

~(e''I',k). o.(k) J f(.p)V(?[Jk~<"'(¢-'P)J"¢ 
c.¢ . 

t; pos.real 

lY>I<~ 
a(k) polynomial in k. 

in (24). 

As a consequence Felsen's suggestions [1J are expected to apply 

in this case. 



III. Formula t.ion of the transient response. 

Considering the "exponential of the diffraction integral in (24) 

we notice that a saddle-point is present on the real axis b~tween 

if>;; ... ~ an d ~:z ... "t. · 
In ,fact for the saddle-pqint <foOl (assuming f,>A ) 

[ }jJeG/>'rVcos1 + %$i~4 ~ 1 =. 
,.,;,. 

So 

Substituting 4 .. ~.-+w in the exponential and using (25) we find 

(Of+r!)c.o'1-t7.sin~:II [(G.p+r<i)(()~4.+'Zc;in~oJ(o~W 
with (26) this c~n be written 

o 

Now one observes that the 

exponential decaysiriside 

semis trips 

and 

O>Wt->-1f ,Wi.)O 

(26) 

fig. 6 

W~ and W, denote real and 

imaginary parts of W res

pectively_ Fig. 6 shows ,this 

semi-strips as shaded regions. 

Assuming now that the decaying of ,the exponential in this regions 

governs the convergence of the diffraction-integral on~ may 

deform the path C, into the vertical path C~ since (o~/"tfhas no 

poles in the strip I ¢ I < Yz · 



This p~ th C~ termina tas at VI=- -0 + }~ and '" -= 0 ... ~C>Q 
respectively, where 0 denotes a small positive number. 

I 
Along Cf} the diffraction-integral is given as 

-}-

) COS '(~. + W) ~"p {jk J(~t('V' ~ oz'. 'OS '« J .(w 
. ' 

JO<;) 

10. 

. , 

Analytic continuation corresponding with a Fourier- to Laplace

formulation is obtained via the introduction of 

( c. = velocity of light) 

With the change of variable 

~:: ~V( 
we then arrive at the formulation 

In accordance with the goal of our analysis to obtain an expression 

in the form -
l-lif'Z.~) = \ Hz<r, .. ,T) 0.1'(-,1:).1,: 

o 
it is. suggestive to put 

with relation (29) one of the integrationvariables, for instance ~ , 

can be replaced by 't • In fact the volume of integration in the 

(P,~,r--) space by means of relation (29) can be mapped in the (p,t,~) 

space. 
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fig. 7 

"(I =~J(r--3'1. + "Z % 

1"1. :. * .lcf' + f4.) .. -+ Z 
2 

fig. 8 

'0 

o 

11 • 

In fig. 7 and 8 the mapping 

is shown., 

It appears that'the integration' 
oij< 

according to 

0'0 +1 +~ 

~ di r c! ~ ) t(q,,,, (-»~~ 
'i_I P--I ~:-~ 

transforms into a two-part volume 

integration 

( v(o.p~r)-tz 
~J(r+G.)I+Z'J "'{~"T!-t7.l.- ~Jr -tq,.t-(Cosh. ~'t.a. 

) b d:t. . c!p . }(N,1:)~('> + 

'leJ Cr-f4.)\7.1. -I -(ij'"((OC,!, ;=c:l:.====:;=-

VCOf>+rJ"+. 7.
2 

where b is the Jacobian r~levant 

for this mapping • 

o 

o 
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written out in full there results 

By inspection from (30) we immediately can write down the impulse 

response H (p;zt) 
'Z \ ' , 

where . \ = ~ jer,o..) .. +z. ... 

-1:1 • i /(~ +G../'-t-z.1. 

and 

(30) 

(31) 



.13. 

The deri va tion of the impulse response ~1.( \1'%.\1::) .forpoints 

for whichp <. a. is completely analogous. 

Expression ( 24b) after similar transformations leads us toth~ 
following expression for the impulse response. 

where 

and 

\= -kJCo.-il'tz1. 

1: ,= i jCo.-tf)' .. .,.1. 

If we are interested in the stepfunction response we 
eli ] da. change di:

J
( 0000 to dt'[" oJ in the expressions (1) en 

impulse response. 

only ha v.e to 

(32) for the 

From (31) and (32) we see that there is a transition region -to < 1: <-t. 
in the response. Within this interval a growing part of the source 

contributes to the signal in the point of observation ( r,~ ). 
As there is no dispersion in space after t::: t, the response must 

be zero in case of impulse excitation and constant in time in case 

of stepfunction exci ta tion. This constant must be. the static field

solution for a direct current source of unit strenghth. 

We can check this immediately for 0.."""0 (the mathematical magnetic 

dipole). 
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Consider tz.(-t) 
Assuming stepfunction excitation we have in the plane z = o. 

, -+1 cwce()s~ ~ . 

. . 0..
1 

d a I y J:l f ] '. f.li) = -""i'l -, Fr.' cAp. cosh 01 
. . 'I. 0..+ 0 lr C ~ c:lt: . S::!' ... to'loh I. Po> 

. (.r ) . -I, 0 fa I 

(1:) t) 

The integrals are elementary, so we find 

finally 

Indeed the s ta tic solu tion for t\cr,'Z) (;:0 
Another check of our formulas is possible by letting Q.....,.. 0.0 

and keeping f - ()I. ::;:: constan t > o. We ought to obtain then the 

well-known solution for an infinite straight line source in free-

space. 

a b 

fig. 9 

For the infinite straight line 

source we have 

I-l ,:: _ () Az' 

,V> 0 f 
where A, is the only component 

~ 

of the vectorpotential A 
. pointed along the z'-direction 
. b 
(fig. 9 ). 

The impulse. response a t a distance F' from the infinite source is [1J: 

J 

(t>~) 



For our source (fig. 9a )in the limit a.~o. the magnetic field 

componen tHz outside· the loop in the. plane z = Oisrela ted 

to Hlp' . according to \'. 1 

l-lz(r-~)t) .= - H'fI~f'.-t) 
Q.+ 00 

So in the limit a. .... 00 our formula (31) ought to give the result 

~z(~:~ '" (!~~) = !(r~ {~~v'~l_(¥)'} . (-I: > rz,,) 
( 'Z ~ 0 ) . f :r-" . j 

For Cl~OQ only the first part t8i:) of (31) is relevant •. 

Putting ()c,,\'~.r::)(. we can write for Hz<r,-t:) in the plane ,z = o. 
~ cf: 

~ ( t) 0..1. d ~ I ({;--;:& d JFr x ~ d )( .] 
Z \1 .: - tTY <11:3 J V I-p r I YX~'V{d-~)(t-(X' 

. Introduce 

then 

In the limit <4 ..... 00 this becomes 
. t' ~ . c-r ~~k . . 

11 ) S~ ~d ~(',t): ~ 'L {kdk X X ' 
Zr lii:tcAtJ ~v'X(d'-k)(}-f'X" 

o I 

after writing r' for p - Q. : 

It is convenient to change the 
"-

order of integration. We then 

(33) 

k
t 

arrive at (fig. 10); . 

C:~, '%-r'" . 
+I(li)_~ ~ [r ~3d>< f )( (I,( dk ] <*>ri) ct-r' - - - . - . --
2\' -11\' dtl r\jX~1 0 yc.tx.-,'x ..... k.x.' \:: 

fig. 10 Elementary integration is possible 

o now. 

We find 



16. 

(-t >~) 

Executing the differentiations leads finally to 

A~d this indeed is the same result as (33). 
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IV. Application of the Hankeltransform. 

In chapter II an integralrepresentation for the time-harmonic 

solution was obtained via a two~sided Laplace-transform with 

respect. to z. 

An alt,ernative way to obtain such a representation we have with 

the, application of the so-called Hankeltransform [6] : 

C>Q 

~(2)):: r f(Z ,r) J1"r) \ J~ } 
o _ 

t (Zli) = f ~(Z.A)Ji ~r) ~ ~\ ~ 
o 

The equation for HJfll) from Maxwell's equations reads: 

Introducing the transform (34) 
OQ 

cifxCX,A)::; ) ~/Z\f) J~A\) \J~ 
o 

it is easily proved by partial integration that 

_ 0cI0 0-... 

y~~ Jff1id\' Tori·~ l~)rJi = So) Hii") l C'i1r", " -',.' Atez,.) 
0.. 

J ~ }\,\\' J'I') J~iJ\, = "~J[~..J ~ez) 

,~ , 
'~ \ 

(34) 

(36) 



18. 

So we are left with the ordinary differential equation for JeC·z..'II) 
. '1. 

For the circular current loop in free space as a solution for 

Jf (zl'A) we can write. . .~ 
~ c ~t z 

M'(l:A)={ I 'h 
~ I -l 'I. c, ~ (% (0) 

with the usual conditions 'J",,(hp~o I Re(h)'>,o to meet the 

radiation condition for I:.:! ~ CIooIII • 

In the plane of the loop we have the boundary conditions 

0'" 
Jt(-z)) 1 ::: G 

z: o· 

and integrating (37) from Zs 0- to 0'" gives 
+ 

~_M ... \0 _ "" - A~ JI0a.) 
d'Z _ 

o 
Using (38) 'in (39) and (40) leads to 

()8) is now completely determined and with the inverse Hankel

transform we thus arrive at the representation 

- ~ ±ik 
H~~,'1.) = f ~(z)) Jf\) A d" = j.. f~ d[A~)!A\).e . A d A 

o 0 

Expressions (42) and (20) ought to be equivalent. 

To check this we first introduce [s] : 

(38) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42 ) 
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Substitution leads to 

. t 

H (p;"z) .:: J~ 
~ \ ".' 

where sil"l ~~'l. is written in terms of exponentials. 

Extending formally the range of values for ~ from - c<> to + CoQ , 

where h must be an even fu~ction of A regarding the radiation 

condition, as follows 

Next substituting (fig. 11) 

I , 
-~ 0 i Yo ~Iz 

t-p:lQf1e t 

A:kr:,inf 
h:. k c.cst 

leads to expression: 

fig. 11 Using similar arguments as in 

chapter III the integration 

path in theV -plane is deformed into a vertical path through the 

saddlepoint 

For this path 

(44) 



.20. 

'. obviously 

.. where ~~ is the angle denoted in (26) • So with this angle ~f> we 

get. 

The introduction of, as in chapter III, 

·s,:_~~c 

?->= ~W 
then demonstrates completely th~ equivalence of (45) and (28). 

(45) 

Besidesthe equivalence of (42) and (20) for ~>4 that·of (42) and (20) 

for r<o.. remains to be demonstrated. 

As this analysis follows the same lines of thought we shall not 

work it out here. Let it be said that we now useexpression9 [5J 

+' :l:Pir 
~ 0.,,) :: 1. f.e dr do \ 1T Y'_b" 

-I . I 

'1 OIl\.)::; 1.. r ~ si ~ ( ~(J.1-~) J-1 
d, rrJ '11.'1._\ 

I . 

where before substitution the last expression by partial integration 

is transformed into 
C>oQo 00 

'11~ .. ) =_~ ( ~~i Jq = - 'A" ( ..f0. silo X'1 d'i & 1r J q"-l 'IT } 
I I 

The vanishing of the integra ted part for 'i""" 01:::» is not obvious 

in this formula. That it is allowed to suppose so can be seen from 

a more general representation for :1,0,0..) , see(7 J page 180, of 

which our representation is a limiting case. 

When a discontinuity plane parallel·to the plane of the loop 

is present still a solution can be found with the help of the 

Hankeltransform. 

This discontinuity plane may be the interface between non-conducting 

homogeneous halfspaces, for instance two different dielectrics. 
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As an example we consider the configuration of fig. 12. 

The current loop(radius a) is 

[of 
. placed at height b parallel to 

a so-called resistance plane. 
c 

I 
& I 

A resistance-plane is understood 

as a plane of vanishingthicknes~ 

l
Z 

41 rr. 

fig. 12 

such 

where 

that 

Qirn i.A = y~ 
4-.0 

Cf:: conductivity 

R is called the resistance of the plane and is supposed to be 

known. 

Across such a plane the tangential magnetic field. will be 

discontinuous t while the tangential electric field is continu.ous 

there. 

With refe~ence to (35), (36) and (36) the solution for the transform 

of Hif,'Z) can be stated as follows 

z> (£ : Je./ \z) .= C. e 
jh'Z. 

~~ -jh-.z: 
J<.lA.-.z) = C2 .f ... CaJl. 

(46) 
7(0 

The tangential components Hr(r,'I\) and E4r;z.) are connected to H~flt.) 
according to 

- ~ ()~~ = _ D.!j-z. '\7 .... , :; 0 ,.. + 
(' uf Dz. 

\VX R) :: -~lA}£'6E'f· c>H t)+i . (47) ;) _f - _z = -O-WE. Elf 
. If ~z: df 0 

From the general expression 

f
V';) tJhl:. 

H~~.'Z.) = C e . J~A~A d ~ 
Q 



22. 

It is. easily found with (47) that 

00 

I-lr(r . .J = "1~3:-c ~tjhjp~ .d). 
o 

(48) 

With (48) we have in the three regions 

2(0: 
. (49) 

The boundary conditions read 

'Z:.o: u) ll) . (i) (50) 

M' - Je = YR·C r ~ 
, . 

ell) CO).: 0 

<f <f 

With (50) the four constants C" •••• , C4 can be determined. 

To simplificate the expressions without loosing essential features 

of the pr~blemwe let ,~o ,so we place the current loop on the 

resistance plane and derive expressions for the transient H -field· 
z 

outside the loop along the resistance plane. 



... 

In that case we find 

where Y1 
~o 

We get then 

= impedance of free space. 

t1 (\,z) = -Jo. ) d(Ao.) J(Ar){ t. fA d ~ 
. Z (ZaO) () \ (I z.h ... ~k 

Substituting (43) and transforming the triple integral in the 

indicated manner' the expression which is the parallel of (45) 

becomes , 
+1 OQ -JOe:> , 

'2.\ ) S ~ I ~ 1. , ~k(o.p+("c.t)Co"iW 
~ (/);-z) = -~ {I-b'& db OICI . <os,w. '>1 I") W ..e ' dw. 

"Z. '( • ,\ 'tTl r, V'!'l._1 (-2c..tnW' ... :t .. ) 
1IC.OJ _I I Joo R. 

23. 

From now on we follow the analysis leading from (28) through (29) 

and (30) to (31) • 

The result 

where ..l _ i--_.... " 
L. -, t ::0 r..±: 

c.- c: ) I C. 

Let the radius of the curren~ loop a ~ 0 at the same time 

increasing the strength of the integrated current pulse I so that 

.tim I('lT"'l) = M~ = fil\i1:c. 
Q~o 

(51 ) 

Then M is the moment of the so created mathematical magnetic d{pole. 
o 

The impulse response (51) for this case degenerates to impulse-

phenomena at the ,leading edge ( t. t ) described by the first 

term of (51) for magnetic dipole 1: 

'. . cp [ Sd.-r St~~ +,H) ==. -~; ~1. V~r&db .'2r.,\~.~~a={L ::!!!!::dx.~~'F"·] 
I a:t;8 '11 e dt, I It(iJ.G+ 'll'tJi, 

:! ~, ~ ra....,..O) 



24. 

Without the resistance plarte (corresponding with R ....., 0<:1 ) the second 

term of (51). will be zero owing to the fact· tha t the space surrounding 

the source shows no dispersion. The presence of the resistance plane 

will give rise to a tail in the impul~e resp~nse. For th~ magnetic 

dipole this tail is de~crib~d by the secqnd term of (51) for 4~O • 

With .the substitution 

Y 
. X = o.rC SI Y\ Vi-:=(=U="-

. {(i) -I 
the bracketed' part of (53) is conveniently integrated. 

! 

Carrying out the differentiations with respect to time we finally 

are led to the following expression. for the tail of the impulse 

response along the plane 

where 

2. . rh:) = ! Mo~ -e; ~ '( (r -~e.,) 
t1 z. ·1Tr V I", c..:, ("t' + -.;)"'1,: 

r .. ·% ,to= ~ 
o 

.; lII. (~1_. 

We observe the remarkable fact that for 

corresponding to • So for this particular value of the 

resistance of the ~lane no dispersion occurs ! 

Another interesting problem that can be attacked with the described 

mathematical tools is the plane that is perfectly conducting along 

spirals described by 

(c and a constant) 

This plane is the model succesfully used by Rumsey [8J to .describe 

the time-harmonic behaviour of his frequency-independent antennes. 

When excited with an electric dipole at the originr =_ 0 , we have 

the circular symmetric eq~ivalent of the unidirectionally 

conducting plane excited by a line source of magnetic current [1J • 



For, as can be seen from (54) for the direction of conduction 

in a point of the plane we have 

d . 
!e.. = C4. 
fc41f 

so on every point of a radius the direction of conduction makes 

the same angle with that radius. 

In a subsequent report we will try to find transient. field 

'solli tions for such a configuration. 
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v. A solution directly found from the time-dependent Maxwell 

.egua tions. 

In this chapter we try to 'find a solution to our problems directly 

from the Maxwell equations 

v.E: = 0 

Let us assume first a source with step-function behaviour with 

respect to time 

Introducing a vectorpotential according to 

we are led with the equations (55) to the following partial 

differen tial equation for A.: ~ A 
o If 

- I ?/A -
vx.vx.A +c) ctt. fgJ 

The solution to (58) for 

a source fune tion j (,.;1:) 

( ) 

(56) 

in infinite space can be 

written (initial conditions; 

A :0 t ) 
~A:.: 0 ~ t;:o 
ot' 

A(t'.H::;t..(((~,(r:t-I¥·I) clv ' 
If 4rr })) 1..-. r-'I 

fig. 13 

.Vl 

,for the particular source 

(56) we have (fig. 13): 

A (r. t ) .: &. f[[~~'_A)Jl'z!)U(-t_":{')Jv' =6 ~rr cf(r~~~cZ')~v' 
Ip "'If h"- .... J "'n J; 11" .... ·/ 

V' . c:;.r..Ielt"t"_",'/{<:t . 

(60) 



By d(~') in the numerator of (60) the. volume integration is reduced 

to an integration in }he plane Zf = 0 (fig. 14). 

..----------....... 
A r~'l.1:) =f-~ r( d(e'-o..) 'J 'd.~' 

If\ I , '-lIT JJ !t'-y'! r r I 
..... '$.Ur{- Qfi,l.i'-'Z· 

and this expression can.be writt~n 

as a line integral, 

+y, 

A (~'Zt) :: f-.- (~ 
, I I ~ )jr-r'l 

(61) . 

fig. 14 
-'P, 

where 

The limi~ of the integration in (61) are determined by the relation 

It" is now clear that for the step-function response we have 

(d < "';(r-o.), ... z.& ) 

(<:.1:- > v'(\-~)' ... 'l. 2 
1 c.t < J<r-+o..i'""'r "Z. t ) 

( d· > v'Cf-tG\.)'l-tz ll ) 

The impulse response is related to the step-function response 

according to 

So we find for the impulse response: 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 



... 

28. 

From (62) it is seen that 

2j?Q.s;ncp . d.,j, _ 2. cit 
\ I clt 
.. clIP, c.2.t 

oIt = f' 0. '!»il1 'P, 
with (62) and (65) in (64) we find: 

o Cd- < JCf--..)" .. za) 

A (~I'Z;I:)= {&_C - oQ.C· ("wat 1 <d<Jp t ... oz.') 
'faJ .. l.lJrSI"~I-Tr. {c.tt -11_rr'_",)IH7&tlrtA)~-ct~'} - t'Z. f+'< (66) 

. 0 (c. t > YCfir1.)I.+ ZI.) . 

The fieldcomponents follow from (66) through the relations 

E 'OAf 
<f:: - O-/-. 

~ = _ J. '?J AlP r lAo Ul, 

-Hz. ~ )'f ~ irA,) 

Though this approach is straightforward and elegant its -

applicability is limited. For instance when a discontinuity plane 

is present parallel with the plane of the loop the integration as 

executed above.is not possible, while via the time-harmonic solution 

applicating the Hankeltransform a solution still can be formulated. 

fig. 15 

To conclude we remark that a configu

ration completely dual to our problem 

consists of a narrow annular slot 

in an infinite perfectly conducting 

plane (fig. 15) with excitation being 

effected by applying an impressed 

voltage across the slot. 



" 

I" 

VI. Conclusions. 

excited by a loop or a dipole centered at p~ o. 

Such a plane is used by Rumsey [ 8] as a model for his investigations 

about frequency-independent antennas. 

In a subsequent report this problem will be the subject of 

investigation. 
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